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CAROLINE KANASKIE, UNH DOCTORAL STUDENT, HOLDS A SPECIALIZED FUNNEL TRAP
BAITED WITH CHEMICAL LURES, INCLUDING BARK BEETLE PHEROMONES, WHERE THE
SOUTHERN PINE BEETLES WERE FOUND IN WATERBORO, MAINE. PHOTO CREDIT: CAROLINE
KANASKIE / UNH

DURHAM, N.H.—Researchers at the University of New Hampshire have discovered the
southern pine beetle, one of the most damaging tree-dwelling insects in the Southeast,
in forests in Maine and New Hampshire. The southern pine beetle has never been seen
this far north and has forestry experts concerned, specifically about the pitch pine
barren trees found throughout New England.
“Warmer winter temperatures make it easier for beetles to survive further north,” said
Jeff Garnas, associate professor of forest ecosystem health, whose research team
made the discovery. “While not exactly surprising, this finding is a stark reminder of how
species, including those of significant ecological and economic importance, are already
responding to the changing climate.”
The southern pine beetle was found in research traps set by Garnas’ research team in
both Ossipee and southern Maine, near Waterboro. The tiny insect is only 3 millimeters
long— smaller than a grain of rice—but it regularly destroys millions of acres of pine
forest in the southern U.S. and Central America. Prior to its discovery on Long Island in
2014, the southern pine beetle had never been detected further north than New Jersey.
Garnas, and Caroline Kanaskie, the doctoral student who found the insects, stress that
finding a few beetles in traps doesn’t necessarily mean trees are dying on the
landscape just yet.
“Small numbers of beetles won’t hurt a healthy tree, but small populations can survive in
trees weakened by other factors, like lightning strikes,” said Kanaskie.
The concern is when the beetle populations increase dramatically. To reproduce in
large numbers, the bark beetle needs to kill host pine trees by boring under the bark
and destroying the phloem layer of the tree—the pipeline where food, or sugar, is
passed to the rest of the tree. Trees are often mass attacked by thousands of southern
pine beetles. Infested areas can range from 10 trees to several thousand acres. Large
areas are often killed before land managers are aware of the beetles’ presence, so
researchers say the key to prevention is early detection and the implementation of
effective management practices, like ones already developed by forestry experts in the
South who have been dealing with this for over a century.
Some of the earliest recorded outbreaks of the southern pine beetle were reported in
the late 1700s and early 1800s in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and eastern
Tennessee. The beetle’s historical range reaches as far as the New Jersey pitch pine
barrens, though outbreaks are rare there. In 2010, however, after the state’s warmest
growing season on record, over 14,000 acres of pitch pine were lost to the beetle. Since
2014, Long Island has reported ongoing outbreaks with many dying trees and the
southern pine beetles have been detected in traps in New York, Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Rhode Island.
The University of New Hampshire inspires innovation and transforms lives in our state,
nation and world. More than 16,000 students from all 50 states and 71 countries engage
with an award-winning faculty in top-ranked programs in business, engineering, law,
health and human services, liberal arts and the sciences across more than 200
programs of study. A Carnegie Classification R1 institution, UNH partners with NASA,

NOAA, NSF and NIH, and received $260 million in competitive external funding in FY21
to further explore and define the frontiers of land, sea and space.
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https://www.unh.edu/unhtoday/sites/default/files/media/southern_pine_beetle_funnel_tr
ap_ossipee_nh.jpg
A special funnel-shaped trap designed to catch forest insects hangs on a pitch pine tree
in Ossipee where one of the southern pine beetles was found.
Photo Credit: Caroline Kanaskie / UNH
https://www.unh.edu/unhtoday/sites/default/files/media/southern_pine_beetle_unh_colle
ctions.jpg
Close up image of one of the southern pine beetles found in Maine and New Hampshire
by researchers at the University of New Hampshire.
Photo Credit: Caroline Kanaskie / UNH Collections
https://www.unh.edu/unhtoday/sites/default/files/media/southern_pine_beetle_caroline_
kanaskie_holidng_trap_maine.jpg
Caroline Kanaskie, UNH doctoral student, holds a specialized funnel trap baited with
chemical lures, including bark beetle pheromones, where the southern pine beetles
were found in Waterboro, Maine.
Photo Credit: Caroline Kanaskie / UNH
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